
From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  

Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 6:42 PM 
To: rvicino@fractionalvillas.com 

Cc: Mossad; dmannion777@yahoo.com; jim.steinberg@uniontrib.com; 
jkydd@coastnewsgroup.com; broland@coastnewsgroup.com; ckydd@coastnewsgroup.co; Del 

Mar Times - Del Mar Times - Editor; Oprah. com; Bill Whittiker; Bill Oreilly; Rush Limbaugh; 

Roger Hedgecock; jeff; Roger W. Robinson; patrick. j. fitzgerald; Kingdelmar; Rupert Murdock; 
Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention; Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, 

"male heir" of American-German Charles W. Engelhard Jr. [1917-1971]; Office for the Israeli 
Department of Defense Attache, Israeli Embassy, Washington, DC; FBI; senator; Laterthanever 

Productions; Senator Ted M Kennedy; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar Clinton; President 
Barack Obama; Jerusalem Post; Rabbi Caspers Funnye - close cousin of First Lady Michelle 

Obama; Sternshow; Playboy; DeadlineHollywood; Rand LeShay; Randall Kaplan - partner of CIA 

murdered Sayeret Matkal officer, Daniel Lewin, co-founder and Chief Technology Officer of 
AKAMAI founded in 1998.; Zena Ash Gevisser 

Subject: J. Essakow, "In the mid-1990s I wasn't worth shit"-"Now he smells like it!"Re: Why 
would J. Essakow want to enter .... 
 
Robert, 

 

You can well imagine I am not the only one moving very fast. Jeffrey Essakow, now DRIVING a Harley, 

has already been contacted by at least one of the Flower Hall Mall tenants and you can only imagine what 

"stories" he is telling, without saying anything. 

Not to mention, the draft of my forthcoming letter to J. Essakow currently stands at 25,142 words.  
 
What do you think of an electronic billboard that covers the front of your house overlooking the mall which 

I assume was not only built to code but is large enough to house a TV screen 40 feet high and 100 feet 

across? Give me a list of which neighbors do you think will complain. 
 
Not to mention I would expect you in the interim to have bumper stickers made with appropriate verbiage 

and for you in your 6 foot 8 inch frame to be standing handing them out at the entrance to the Flower Hill 

Mall. 
 

As you know I previously heard from you on Saturday at 4:12 in the afternoon, and I know you are very 

attached to your blackberry just like J. Essakow, but there are other things going on in the world that are 

more important than J. Essakow's Flower Hill Mall including getting out of the house as your construction 

project begins. 

 

Please put me in touch with the legal counsel for your non-profit organization, Citizens Against Flower 

Hill's EXCESSIVE Expansion; i.e. it should all be an "open book" and easily accessible just like 

www.2facetruth.com 

 

I would prefer not to go "door-to-door" to each one of the tenants in the Flower Hill Mall as well as those in 

the Albertson shopping center across Via Del Valle to find out also what is their stake in all these lawsuits 

to shut down J. Essakow. 

 

Moreover, look how much "legwork" you have already done? 
 
BTW, were you aware that J. Essakow is in the process of putting in a high end flea market in the back and 

moving 3 existing tenants to the front causing a tenant like this one who has been there for 20 years and 

who has no lease and of course NO EXCLUSIVE, to move to inferior space and of course the rent will be 

jacked up by, The Coupon Clipper, Jeffrey Jack The Ripper Essakow? 

 



Could J. Essakow and company already be seeking an "accommodation" with you? 

 

I certainly would if I were in his shoes and as dumb as J. Essakow. 

 

Then again, you have quite the track record of having put up quite an extraordinary fight against incredibly 

"well healed" real estate players who initially beat out my pal, multi-billionairre real estate mogul Ernest 

Rady, right in his back yard; and you just thought J. Essakow and Co. were dumb to overpay on the first 

anniversary of 9/11 by 20% and then in the space of 7 years create a 20% vacancy. 
 
You did know, however, in the 20 years you have been in the real estate game that a vacancy means 

employees are also out of business, and that more vacancies create bigger government entitlement 

programs which like the tax laws rewards those who have the most real estate, and in times of carefully 

contrived recessions-depressions the more underwater are your big real estate projects the more your 

project gets the attention of your bankers who get their money from the big government bailouts. 
 
A bailout is one thing if it helps the small business people and their employees but a bad thing when it 

rewards big corrupt corporations who know where to go for their money who in turn drive out small 

businesses. 
 
How difficult is it really, unless you are benefitting from this corruption, to so easily tie together the US 

Government rewarding failure that didn't begin with AIG, but with "We the citizens of the United States" 

now owning AIG which again means knowing someone in government can be success for your business 

and failure of your competitor, then everything should be free. 
 
I haven't forgotten that you have yet to comment on my first DAILY DIRT NEWSLETTER - WHAT 

DOES IT MEAN TO HAVE THE GOVERNMENT OWNING AIG? Click HERE. Also let me know if 

you come across any spelling or grammar errors.  

 

Remember, J. Essakow has told at least one person, David Minnion, "In the mid-1990s I wasn't worth shit" 

and one of the best came out of the mouth of J. Essakow's one of many pissed off tenants,  
 

"Now he smells like it!" 
 

Again, you and your team have pulled together the most compelling case of egregious business practices by 

someone I have known since the sandbox days back in our home town of Durban, South Africa; and now 

just as things are getting exciting, would not be a good to be heading for the hills. 

 

Why not have a town hall meeting in your mansion overlooking J. Essakow and Marc Rich and Co.'s 

Flower Hill Mall? 

 

Of course you are beginning to understand why Jeffrey is so very upset with you in particular, since he 

figured you, who designed your mansion overlooking his proposed even bigger eyesore would be smart 

enough to have figured that at the end of the day, Jeffrey and his hell bent on ethnic cleansing civil war 

backers, were helping preserve your lifestyle. 

 

You may not have yet come across in my writings that the second dumbest people in the world are South 

Africans who flock to the United States where they see people such as yourself as "easy pickings". 

 

Instead of getting mad at Jeffrey and company, why not help get everyone focused on the big picture 

without losing sight for a moment of this most extraordinary spectacle that is happening in real time. 
 



Can't you just see coming across the TV screen: The Coupon Clipper, Jeffrey Jack 

The Ripper Essakow ,"In the mid-1990s I wasn't worth shit"- Now he 

smells like it! 

 
Who knows with your "gift of the gab" you can most certainly convince Oprah Winfrey who narrates 

J.Essakow's "coming out parade"; namely Emmanuelle's Gift, that the whole world which does not revolve 

around America, will be better off the sooner she wakes up to why it was so important that Bill Clinton, 

who is STILL liked by a great many Republicans, who of course like you, don't want to be reminded about 

the shameful history of the US raping mineral rich countries like Iraq and South Africa and then placing in 

charge our brutal tyrants, granted Marc Rich, a CIA oil trader the 11th hour Presidential Pardon and in that 

very instant igniting the fuse on the "War on Terror" just as I wrote in the Mossad's 

Jerusalem Post on February 1st, 2001, 222 days prior to 9/11: 

"The pardon of Marc Rich eliminated not only an opportunity of justice being served 

but it would have allowed the public to view the role that oil brokers play in 

furthering terrorism"  
 

Click HERE for the rest of this tell it exactly the way it is "report". 
 
Then consider how the Mossad reinforced by publishing not just one more, but 3 

more of my "reports" that spelled out how important it was to the US military 

economy whose puppet leadership just do exactly as they are told; and the 4th on 

May 1st, 2001, just 3 months before the Mossad gave the FBI and CIA the clearest 

"heads up" of the CIA's so very carefully planned 9/11 attack which has its origins in 

Bill Clinton's bizarre ending speech at Caltech University back on January 21st, 2000, 

as this so full-of-himself Commander In Chief, a neophyte like Obama in military 

matters, so strongly suggested that the US was ripe for an ethnic cleansing civil war, 

that of course was not lost on either the CIA who get to see every speech well ahead 

of time or the Mossad who then went to work in making both Clinton and Rich pay as 

the two of them left the most extraordinary gun-money-trail. 
 
So tell me, how many people apart from your wife and son have you told about how 

becoming a CIA oil trader is far more lucrative and totally risk free than owning a 

McDonald's franchise? 
 
What percentage of them feel extraordinarily dumb not to have figured it out? 
 
Would you give me a list of those who feel invigorated and therefore would want to 

attend one of my Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers seminar-

workshops? 
 
So let's just say that your Roman priest found a way for you to take your wealth with you 

when you pass on, is it still worth it to keep building up your fictitious-worthless estate while knowing that 

the overwhelming majority of Americans in uniform who are singularly responsible for propping up the so 

bloody and worthless-fictitious US Dollar with the most inextricable ties to the South African based mafia 

monopoly De Beers, are not rich, not even close; and nor are they stupid; moreover, they are in better 

physical and mental health than most if not all Americans I know who are not in uniform; and to top it off, 

they are incredibly wired as well as armed increasingly with knowledge as well. 

 

Not to mention, would you hazard a guess what the odds are of the US military turning? 
 



To mention little of you would understand that just because most Americans including US military 

personnel do not know the shameful history of the US going back to the turn of the last century in that most 

important Anglo Boer War and the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China in 1900, that was not 

in the least bit coincidental coming in the middle of the war that put De Beers and their American bankers 

J.P. Morgan-Rockefeller-Chase Manhattan Bank "on the map", the odds of the US military staying loyal to 

the US Congress do not improve. 
 
To mention in passing the US military is not alone in knowing that Uncle Sam has yet to go up against a 

first rate military like China, forget all China's increasing allies. 
 
Bear also in mind that the US Government was "no friend" of the fledgling State of Israel in its most 

bloody War of Independence [Nov. 1947- Jan. 1949] which if the US Government had it's way would have 

resulted in Israel being wiped off the face of the planet by sunset on the first day of its official start, May 

15th, 1948 which would have not been a good thing for Israel, agree? 
 
There is a reason why the US Congress has never apologized. 
 
There is a reason why the American Jewish Kapo-sellout members of the US Congress have never 

apologized because to do so would raise the question of what took them so long, and whether they go 

bought off with untraceable diamond currency just like FBI Counterintelligence Chief, Robert Hanssen 

who the FBI decided to bring in 17 days after my first "report" talking about the increased risk of terrorism 

following the egregious Presidential Pardon of CIA oil trader Rich? 
 
Then the next question goes to what the US Government had to gain by allowing the Rockefellers to place 

their I.G. Farben gas pellet production facility in the center of the death camp of death camps, Auschwitz? 
 
Then the next question is why did the US Government allow the arming of Nazi Germany that had been 

totally defeated in World Oil War I? 
 
Then the next question is why apart from wanting Hitler to succeed in wiping out all of European Jewry, 

did the US Government allow its mafia monopoly De Beers to supply Hitler with his diamonds to fashion 

precision tooling to make weapons of mass destruction? 
 
You see you wouldn't have even needed to read Hollywood blockbuster author, Edward Jay Epstein's, THE 

DIAMOND INVENTION, beginning with Ch. 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, subtitle, THE SECRET 

WAR REPORT OF THE OSS/CIA had you been taught as a kid to logically thought process which simply 

means to never be allowed to lose your innate curiosity, which disappears the instant you think you are 

going to receive an inheritance. 
 
So you still think I am knocking my head against a brick wall trying to get stupid and corrupt people to do 

the right thing. 
 
A better question is to ask yourself what do you think was your purpose in life because I am telling you that 

as soon as I send you the draft of what I intend to send J. Essakow the game is over, and all those who 

knew better and didn't do the right thing have lost; i.e. no possible chance of redemption. 
 
Not to mention, can you even begin to imagine the problems for the US military going forward, if Israel 

were to "turn" on the US; bearing in mind Israel has had its problems in the past, beginning in the summer-

spring of 1954 when the lead Israeli Military Intelligence officer, Mr. Seidenberg "turned" in Operation 

Susannah, and most likely at the very start, and very possibly all internal espionage ending with that 

debacle that resulted in all the Israelis as well as Egyptians who were undercover in this most important 

"false flag" operation all aimed at embarrassing the US Government, getting caught, tortured, and several 

hung, because of how David Ben Gurion, who was brought "out of retirement", first as Israel Minister of 

Defense and then Prime Minister until June 21st, 1963, began to compartmentalize the Mossad that much 



more, while instituting the most brutal policy of putting "turncoats" to work as well as family members 

with each family member who had been "put to work" knowing never to open their mouth, and to do just as 

they were told, and make certain that when they died of old age like my "lucky uncle" David Gevisser, the 

"male heir" of American-German Charles W. Engelhard who could trace his family's wealth to the victory 

of the Anglo Boer War [1899-1902], there could be no possible doubt that it was a natural death as opposed 

to suicide, and even then Jewish Kapos could never be certain those family members who hadnt been put to 

work could still end up being put to work. 
 

To mention little of if you think Ben Gurion who learned everything he knew about guerilla warfare from 

Jan Smuts who pioneered guerilla warfare in the Anglo Boer War against his nemesis, Cecil Rhodes, the 

founder of De Beers, went "overboard", just remember when putting you head on your pillow to go to sleep 

this evening and every night until meeting with our smart and again most venegeful Maker, sniff first the 

breath of gas dumped into the gas chambers of Auschwitz as the Rockefeller's, one of America's Royal 

Families applauded the profits from their I.G. Farben gas pellet production facility placed in the dead center 

of Auschwitz, and then when waking up in the morning and smelling that burned pig to think what it felt 

like to be a Jewish slave laborer working inside I.G. Farben smelling the burnt flesh of a relative who was 

now fortunately dead. 

 

To mention in passing, I didnt need to get off a boat yesterday in Haifa harbor, Israel to know that 

extraordinarily few people care. 

 

BTW, while on my Ducati and stopping off for a "pit stop" in Pinevalley I ran into a 22 year old 

corporal with the US Marines who was driving a 

relatively large pickup truck with the enclosed passenger compartment, 

along with the US Marine in the passenger front seat was transporting 4 other US Marines on their way to 

Yuma; and all 5 are scheduled to ship out to Afghanistan next month.  
 
Corporal Gipe who is from Vermont and has a wife and young kid, 

will be headed back for his second tour of duty and as you know Afghanistan is now making "News Headli

nes" although all you hear about in the news is about this idea of Obama and the US Congress to fund this a

nd that 

pet government projects like health insurance when in fact we all know the Government already own AIG a

nd much more and so it is all talk. 
 
Not to mention, notice Jerusalem Post published African American Rabbi Caspers Funnye in the carbon 

section and think was his close cousin First Lady Obama is thinking without necessarily telling her husband 

everything that is on her mind. 
 
Just like you, Corporal Gipe knows I am anything but "all talk". 

 

Moreover, Corporal Gipe understands even better than you in taking your time to respond when NOT 

RESPONDING AT ALL, 

why it is that American Special Forces beginning with our most elite US Navy SEALs cannot be trained lik

e Israeli Special Forces given how the first thing you don't need to do is 

SHOUT when you are teaching a new recruit the "truth" about the not so glorious history of the United Stat

es that rewards failed business people like American-South 

African J. Essakow and his financial backers, beginning with Presidential Pardoned Marc Rich, that allows 

them to mosey on in to a RICH town and without anyone asking questions, at least 

the right questions such as, "IS YOU MONEY FROM SOUTH AFRICA AND ELSEWHERE JUST AS C

OUNTERFEIT AS THE MONEY ISSUED BY THE US FEDERAL RESERVE WHICH ARE JUST PRO

MISSORY NOTES BACKED ONLY BY THE GOOD WORD OF THE ELECTED AND NON-

ELECTED GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS THAT NONE OF US TRUST" they take a 100% occupied 

shopping mall in the richest part of the United States, NOT THE POOREST, and over a period of 7 years 

following their purchase of The Flower Hill Mall on 9/11/2002, the first anniversary of 9/11, J. Essakow 

has received an A+ for creating not only a 20% vacancy, but because he is Jewish, all those looking to "first 



blame the Jews" have found "sumthing" [sic] to write home about, without having the mental stamina 

because they have been slowly but surely choosing mental suicide when both eating themselves to a 

premature and most painful death as well choosing the company of "lost souls", rather than financial 

suicide, to ask, "Why do we think the biggest crooked bankers in the world are Jewish when we all know 

that starting with Cecil Rhodes all the way through to the J.P. Morgan, Rockefellers, Engelhard and 

Oppenheimers, all got buried in non-Jewish cemeteries?" 
 

So how stupid does stupid look.  

Much more stupid then even you think. 
 
The fact that these virulent anti-Semitic bankers who have never once stopped in their quest to exterminate 

all the Jewish People who hadn't sold out, got the two DUMBEST FUCK JEWISH PEOPLE to have ever 

walked the planet to fool all of you in to still thinking, "BLAME THE JEWS", now that is what I call 

dumb, and why I consider God both a genius and extraordinarily vengeful. 
 

Do you think it will help the attendance numbers at my Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers 

seminar-workshops to have everyone bring a handheld mirror? 

 

I am working on a flyer for my next seminar but in the meantime could you critique what Bill Whittiker 

asked me to send him. 
 
From: Gary S Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> 

Date: July 22, 2009 4:53:18 PM PDT 

To: Bill Whittiker 

Subject: Educational Light Journey-One Tribe of Achievers 

seminar-workshops 

 
In response to your request, I can put you, a seasoned good listener in business for 

yourself, and more successful than you ever dreamed possibly, utilizing all your peoples 

skills, which you know comes from hiring the best and brightest, giving them the tools to 

make them more successful than you, and then getting the hell out of the way, by sunset 

today without compromising your value system. 

 

Yes or no? 

 

If yes, tell me when you are available for no more, let me repeat, no more than 15 minutes, 

to meet in order to answer all your questions, which you must first email to me ahead of 

time, having first spent at least an hour at 2facetruth.com and then read the very easy to read 

internet only book, THE DIAMOND INVENTION written by Hollywood blockbuster 

author, Edward Jay Epstein, beginning with Chapter 9, DIAMONDS FOR HITLER, and 

which fails to mention that neither the OSS/CIA nor Roosevelt did anything about 

Rockefeller obviously getting approval to place his I.G. Farbin gas pellet production facility 

in the middle of Auschwitz, let alone what prevented the OSS from calling in its assassins to 

at least threaten Sir Ernest Oppenheimer with death if he didnt stop supplying Hitler with his 

diamonds while refusing an order by the President of the US to stockpile 6.3 million carats 

of diamonds on U.S. soil; and if there are no further questions, then the meeting shouldn't 

take more than 5 minutes to "shoot the breeze", but again no more than 15 minutes. 

 

Ps - If you would like, I can give you the published phone number of the Office for the 

Israeli Department of Defense Attache at the Embassy in Washington DC, and just ask 

whoever answers the phone even if it isn't Kerene, not to be confused with my very hot 

looking and most sexy body first cousin Karene Gevisser who you see on the left below 



 

sitting next to my elder sister Kathy-Louise when we were all on 

vacation in Arosa, Switzerland back in Dec. 1970- 

 

Jan. 1971, two months before the Mossad assassinated German-

American Charles W. Engelhard on March 2nd, 1971, a month after he turned 54, for his an

d his father's genocidal war crimes against the Jewish people, just ask the 

Mossad not only when did their email system get repaired without raking them over the 

coals for not having a backup system operating 24/7 when the backup system that is the 

backup system is designed specifically to shutdown just when a sufficiently high enough 



ranking officer intimately familiar with Mossad's Metsada Special Forces Division gives an 

order that comes directly from the head of the Mossad who doesn't necessarily have to have 

the Prime Minister of Israel on the line at the exact same time, but to let you know 

if they could think of a better way for the world's most wired foreign intelligence institute, w

ho pride themselves on hiring "borderline geniuses" which is more palatable than saying 

someone is 

a "certified genius" which calls into question who exactly is doing the "adjudicating", to hav

e vetted the Mossad's most important military report following the Mossad's "heads up" to b

oth the FBI and CIA in August 2001 which both intelligence services failed to share with the

 American people and which was first reported in the Los Angeles Times on September 20th

, 2001. 

 

Not to mention, for you to understand why the De Beers controlled US Congress didnt rake t

he CIA over the coals for not informing the American public that the CIA, the military wing 

of the US State Department, 

played a pivotal role in 9/11 just like when first arming Asama Bin Ladin with his Stinger m

issiles to shoot down fixed and non-

fixed wing Soviet aircraft following the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, and when 

"cutting him loose" knowing that they had bred just another "foreign terrorist", which of 

course still doesn't prevent the CIA-FBI-Robert Hanssen-State Department from breeding 

the next homegrown Timothy McVeigh, you might not get much satisfaction talking to your 

high school history teacher or their teacher or for that matter everyone you have shared your 

opinions with over the course of your lifetime. 

 

Cutting and pasting - Wikipedia Mossad 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mossad 

 

United States of America 
 

The Mossad informed the FBI and CIA in August 2001 that as many as 200 
terrorists were slipping into the United States and planning "a major assault on the 
United States." The Israeli intelligence agency cautioned that it had picked up 
indications of a "large-scale target" in the United States and that Americans would 
be "very vulnerable." A month later, terrorists struck at the World Trade Center and 
the Pentagon. 
 

Ps - In addition to reading again my "back and forth" with Israeli Military Intelligence-

Mosssad which began with them "admonishing me" that if I wasn't CLEAR and SHORT 

with what I wanted out of them they were going to refer me to "security" by clicking the 

hyperlink above the words, "Yes or No?", you might enjoy reading the article about my non-

Jewish mentor, retired US Marine and US Navy Officer, Amos P. Wright. 



 

 
 

Robert, is it true that the Del Mar Times is owned by ex-South Africans? 
 
Perhaps, it will help your 16 year son begin to understand the total garbage he has been taught for the past 

16 years by reading my 4th published letter in the Jerusalem Post 



 
Kerry's versus Pollard's Heroism - May 5th, 2001 

 

There has been only one Holocaust, but what the Nazi Holocaust 

demonstrated so well is that human deprivation occurs incrementally. 

It starts with simple massacres; you shoot the first innocent person 

and then you shoot the next set of people and after you realize that 

you cannot shoot enough people you look to more efficient methods 

such as gas chambers. This is why weapons of mass destruction are 

developed and why chemical warfare is so frightening. Saddam 

Hussein understands this. Bob Kerrey, former U.S. Senator and 

presidential hopeful, took the first step down this frightening path 

while a U.S. Naval Seal and stopped. On the other hand, Jonathan 

Pollard, the convicted spy, did not need to kill anyone to understand 

the consequences of weapons of mass destruction before he blew the 

whistle on what he saw cross over his desk at Naval Intelligence. 

 

The rewards in America for covering up your sins or revealing the truth 

are indeed ironic. In this instance Kerrey received the nation’s highest 

award of valor while Pollard’s reward is going on sixteen years of hard 

time. 

 

In war both sides commit atrocities, which is the whole point of 

peacemakers in attempting to prevent future atrocities. It is in the 

gray area of corrupt secret policies such as the ill-conceived CIA 

support of Iraq in supporting Saddam’s chemical warfare production 

that was ultimately aimed against Israel – a policy that is so 

incomprehensible to anyone who has relatives that lived through the 

Holocaust. 

 

Were there only one witness to Kerrey’s atrocity, this cover-up would 

have remained with those who elected to follow their leader [which 

led directly to Kerrey’s Bronze Star that stated that twenty-one 

Vietcong were killed in this incident, a clear lie which could have been 

refuted at any time including the moment at which President Nixon 

personally awarded him the Congressional Medal of Honor]. What was 

going through his mind at that moment when the President of the 

United States was reading the commendation for heroism to him 

personally? 

 

Is this public persecution of the whistle blower by the political elite 

and the press in America any different than that they imposed on 

Jonathan Pollard? The only difference is there was no corroborating 

witness and Pollard stands alone in revealing the conspiracy of the 

misguided CIA policy aimed at the Jewish State which ironically was 

probably used against U.S. soldiers during the Gulf War. Whose sin is 

greater; Pollard’s for violating an American secrecy law that could 

have lead to the death of hundreds of thousands of Israeli citizens to 

prevent another Holocaust or Kerrey’s sin, which clearly led to the 

murder of at least thirteen innocent people? Pollard has already spent 

15 years, one-third of his life, in an American prison while Kerrey 

spent the same time in two of America’s most exalted political offices; 

knowing full well that he had lied while serving his country. Where is 



the justice in the American judicial system? Where is the forgiveness 

in Bob Kerrey’s heart? 
 

On Aug 17, 2009, at 2:37 PM, Robert Vicino wrote: 

 

Gary, 

 

Sorry for the delay in responding.  I was out all morning.  

 

Have ...... give me a call and I will give him my best leasing advice based on 20 years of experience. 

 

We will send your letter to our mailing list when it is ready. 

 

Regards, 

 

 

 

Robert 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Gary S Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  

Sent: Monday, August 17, 2009 8:05 AM 

To: rvicino@fractionalvillas.com 

Subject: Why would J. Essakow want to enter .... 

 

What would be the best way to reach all the 200 or so neighbors   

currently opposed to J. Essakow? 

 

 

 


